Year 5 Literacy Week 11 (Week Beginning 6/7/20)
For Literacy this week, we will continue with the “Virtual” lessons that have been created by
Oak National Academy although we have provided an alternative activity below.
This week the focus is on writing a biography. This is the Week 10 English tasks in their
schedule.
Use the link to access the website (scroll down to Genre Focus: Biography)
https://classroom.thenational.academy/subjects-by-year/year-5/subjects/english

Work through the lessons in order and complete any work into your homework book.
You can do one a day or group them together, but it is important that you complete them in
order.

Lesson 1 – Reading Comprehension – LO To answer a range of comprehension
questions
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/read-example-text-reading-comprehension-983dac

Lesson 2- Reading comprehension- LO To answer a range of questions using a
biography as our text.
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/read-example-text-readingcomprehension-2443eb
Lesson 3 – LO To identify the features of a biography
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/read-the-example-and-identifykey-features-e2f1e2
Lesson 4- SPaG focus – LO-To understand parenthesis
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/spag-focus-b2bdf1
Lesson 5 – LO To write a biography
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/to-use-key-features-in-orderto-write-own-composition-08ee6f

Alternative Literacy Activity
Write a film review.
Choose a film to watch and write a film critic’s
review. It could be a film you do not know the
story of at all or it could be one based on a book
you have read.

You can set the review out in any way that you like, as long as you:
-

Include the film title and the name of the director
Give the film a rating out of 5 stars
Briefly describe the plot
Briefly describe the main characters
Give your opinion – did you like it? Why? Why not?
Would you recommend it? Who to?

Spellings
In your Oak National Academy lessons above, there is a spelling focus (more
homophones) and then a test (on Lesson 5).
We would also like you to revise the spellings for this half term ready for the
termly test.
Task
On Spelling City, complete the Summer 2 Spelling test using the link below.

Big Read - Bitesize Daily Book Club: The Parent Agency by David

Baddiel
Home learning focus
Using the book The Parent Agency you will learn
how to summarise and write creatively.

This lesson includes:
•
•

two videos of the author of the book, David Baddiel,
reading extracts from The Parent Agency
three activities

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zc7dbqt

